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Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) 
fixing, for certain fish stocks and groups of fish stocks, the total 
allowable catches for 1990 and certain conditions under which 
they may be fished 
(presented by the Commission) 
Explanatory Nmoranclur» 
This pmp>sal tor i Council. ReguL<ir ion fixes the total allowable catches 
(TAC-.) tor 1990/ the Community shares ot them, the distribution or those 
sh.i'" ^  among the Member States ami the conditions un ier which the quotas may 
i>,- t • s he J, 
In the crise or joint stocks the TACs and Community shares proposed reflect 
the position-; ï;"1>\oted by the partners daring the consul.rations with Norway, 
Sweden and the Faroe Islands and take into account the recommendations of the 
T.ncernational Baltic Sea Fishery Commission. 
in the oa«e of autonomous stocks where the Advisory Committee on Fishery 
Management (ACFtl) based its advice on analytical assessments, the TACs 
proposed are based on its advice. 
In tne case of autonomous stocks for which no analytical asses&ments are 
available, TACs (precautionary TACs) have been proposed for most stocks by 
extending the vaLidity of the previous TACs. In the case of stocks for which 
the ACFM or the STCF has proposed a precise figure, the TACs proposed are in 
line with it. 
The Commission draws the Council's attention to the following: 
- m view of the poor state of the North Sea haddock stock it is essential 
to prevent any fish being discarded as a result of the closure of 
fisheries. For this reason it is proposed that all fisheries linked to 
the haddock fishery be closed by prohibiting all fishing except for 
plaice, sole, herring, sprat, mackerel and horse mackerel m the North Sea 
as soon as a Member State has used up its haddock and cod quotas; 
- in the case of the naddock stock in zones Vb (J\C zone), VI, XII and XIV, 
in order to abide by the scientific advice that it in fact consists of two 
distinct stocks for each of which a TAC should be fixed, it is proposed 
that the quantities which may be taken in ICES zone Via be limited, by 
means of footnotes, in order to prevent overfishing. 
The technical conditions proposed for 1990 are broadly the same as for 1989. 
However, they have been reinforced as follows: 
- there is a total ban on the use of nets with a mesh size of 16mm when 
fishing for sprat m the Skagerrak and Kattegat; 
- the area in the North Sea in which the use of trawls, Danish seines or 
similar towed nets is prohibited has been retained and the minimum mesh 
size has been increased to 120 nm; 
- the conditions under which sole may be fished in the North Sea have been 
changed; 
- there is now a period during which there is a halt to fishing by certain 
fleets which mainly fish the North Sea haddock stock; 
- there is a ban on fisning for hake with trawls, Danish seines or similar 
towed nets at certain seasons and m certain areas off the Spanish and 
Portuguese coasts so as to reduce catches of juveniles. 
r 
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) 
fixing, for certain fish stocks and groups of tish stocks, the total 
allowable catches for 1990 and certain conditions under which 
they may be fished 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No. 170/83 of 25 January 1983 
establishing a Community system for the conservation and management of 
fishery resources (1), as amended by the Act of Accession of Spain and 
Portugal, and in particular Article 11 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, pursuant to the terms of Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No. 170/83 it 
is incumbent upon the Council to formulate, in the light of the available 
scientific advice and, in particular, of the report prepared by the 
Scientific and Technical Committee for Fisheries, the conservation measures 
necessary to achieve the aims set out in Article 1 of the abovementioned 
Regulation; 
Whereas pursuant to the terms of Article 3 of Regulation (E^C) No 170/83 it 
is incumbent upon the Council to astablish the total allowaole catches (TAC) 
by stock or group of stocks, the share available for the Community and also 
the specific conditions under which the catches must be made; whereas, in 
order to ensure effective management, the shares available for the Carmunity 
m 1990 should be allocated among the Member Stares in accordance with 
Article 4 of the abovementioned Regulation; 
Whereas, in order to ensure the protection of fishing grounds and fish stocks 
and the balanced exploitation of the resources of the sea, in the interests 
of both fishermen and consumers, there should be fixed, each year for the 
different species of which the catches must be restricted, a TAC per stock or 
group of stocks and the share of these catches available to the Community 
taking into account its coxniitments to third countries; 
(1) O.J. No. L 24, 27.01.1983, p. 1 
IJher;^ ;;! Article i 51 or the Act nt Accession fLXes the sh-trw or the TACs 
t.- •> x^.- ..allocated to Spam tor certain stocks m certain zones; 
VJh-Tnas, -v\ accordance with the procedure provided for m Article 2 of the 
Agreement on fisheries between the European Economic Coumunity and the 
Kingdom or. Norway (1), Article 2 of the Agreement on fisheries between the 
Fi'.opean Economic Cannunity and the Government of Sweden (2), and Article 2 
<>*- tne Agreement on fisheries between the European Economic Caimuruty, of the 
one p'irt, arid the Government of Denmark and the Home Government of the Faroe 
T.<3lands of the cither part (3), the parties have consulted on their reciprocal 
tLsning rights for 1990; 
Whereas it. has not yet. been possible successfully to conclude an agreement 
with Norway and Sweden; whereas it is therefore necessary to establish the 
Conriunity shares for the stocks jointly irvanaged by the parties m order to 
ensure the continuation of fishing activities by means of autonomous 
management and also to establish only the Community shares for those 
autonomous stocks from which a quota is normally allocated to Norway and 
Sweden; whereas such Carmunity shares are provisional pending an agreement 
with Norway and Sweden; 
Whereas trilateral consultations with Norway and Sweden concerning reciprocal 
fishing rights in the Skagerrak and the Kattegat have taken place; whereas an 
agreement has not yet been reached and it is therefore necessary to establish 
Community shares for the stocks in these areas in order to allow fishing 
ai.Tt.ivit.ies to continue; 
Whereas the Community has signed the United Nations Convention on the Law of 
the Sea, which contains principles and rules relating to the conservation and 
management of the living resources of the sea; 
Whereas, m the framework of its wider international obligations, the 
Community [jarticipat.es m efforts to conserve fish stocks arising in 
international waters; whereas the extent to which such stocks are fished by 
vessels of the Conmunity should be viewed in the light of overall fishing 
activity and the oontribution made hitherto by the Community towards their 
conservation should be taken into account; 
(1) O.J. No. L 226, 29.08.1980, p. 48 
(2) O.J. No. L 226, 29.08.1980, p. 2 
O ) O.J. No. L 226, 29.08.1980, p. 12 
Whe^ e.\~ the International Baltic Sea Fishery Commission has recommended TACs 
tor the stocks of ccxi, herring and sprat occurring in the waters of the 
Baltic Sea and tne shares thereof for each contracting party; 
Whereas, in order to ensure effective management, the TACs available tor the 
Community in 1990 should be distributed among the Member States in a manner 
which assures relative stability of fishing activities; 
Whereas, in the case of certain stocks fished mainly for reduction to meal 
and oil, it does not appear necessary to make quota allocations; 
Whereas, under Article 161 of the Act of Accession, flat-rate amounts ot 
horse mackerel and blue whiting are allocated to Spam; 
Whereas those flat-rate amounts of horse rrackerel and blue -whiting must be 
distributed among ICES sub-areas and divisions Vb (EC zone), VT, VII and 
Villa, b and d; 
Whereas, under Article 158 of the Act of Accession, a distinction must be 
made between fishing for demersal species and fishing for species other than 
demersal and whereas the group to which blue whiting and horse mackerel 
belong must therefore be defined; 
Whereas, in order to ensure effective management of these TACs, the specific 
conditions under which fishing operations occur should be established; 
Whereas, taking account of the latest scientific advice, it is necessary to 
establish seasonal limitations on certain fishing activities m the North Sea 
and to increase the minimum mesh size in order to limit catches of juvenile 
cod; 
Whereas, it is necessary to prohibit the use of nets with a mesh size of less 
^han 32 mm tor sprat fishing in the Skagerrak and Kattegat, m order to limit 
fishing of juvenile herring; 
Whereas, m order to ensure a better exploitation of the quotas of herring 
and hake transfers of quotas from the zone IVc and VIId to ICES division IVb 
should be allowed for herring, transfers from the zone Vb (EC zone), VI, VII, 
XII and XIV and from zone Villa, b and d to zone lia (EC zone) and IV (EC 
zone) should be permitted for hake; 
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Whereas, m order to ensure a oetter exploitation oc rne haddt.xx SLJLXS m z.nes Vb 
(EC /j.me), VT, XIJ ami XIV, <• itches in zone Via should be Limitée; 
Whereas, taking account ot the latest scientific advice, it is necessary to 
establish seasonal limitations in certain zones off the Spanish and Portuguese 
ooasts m order to limit catches of juvenile hake; 
Whereas, m order to prevent North Sea haddock from being thrown back into the sea, 
the fisheries tor all species subject, to TACs or quotas WLth the exception of 
herring, sprat, mackerel, horse mackerel, plaice and sole in the North Sea should be 
closed when a Member State has used up its cod and haddock quotas for that zone; 
Whereas, m the light of the most recent scientific advice, the definition of sole 
tishmg should be amended for large vessels, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Tins Regulation fixes for 1990, for certain fish stocks and groups of fish stocks, 
TACs per stock or group of stocks, the share of these catches available to the 
Oommumty, the allocation of that share among Member .States and the specific 
conditions nnder which these stocks may t*± Mshed. (I) 
For the purposes of this Regulation, the Skagerrak is bounded on the west by a line 
drawn fr<:xn the Hanstho.lm lighthouse to the Lindesnes lighthouse and on the south by 
a line drawn from the Skagen lighthouse to the Tistlarna lighthouse and from this 
point to the nearest point on the Swedish coast. 
For the purposes of this Regulation, the Kattegat is bounded on the north by a line 
drawn from the Skagen lighthouse to the Tistlarna lighthouse and from this point to 
the nearest point on the Swedish coast and on the south by a line drawn from 
H » senate to Gnibens Spids, from Korshage ro Spixlsb jerg and from GiLbjerg Moved to 
KuiLen. 
tor the purposes of this Regulation, the North Sea shall comprise ICES sub-area IV 
and that pert of ICES Division Ilia which is not covered by the definition of the 
Skagerrak given in this Article. 
(i) The definition of the ICES and CECAF areas referred to in this Regulation are 
given m Qommission Communications 85/C347/05 (O.J. C 347, 31.12.1985, p. 14) 
and 85/CJ35/02 (O.J. C 335, 24.12.1935, p. 2) respectively 
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Article 2 
TACs for stocks or groups of stocks to which Community rules apply and the share or 
these catches available to the Community are hereby fixed Lor 1990 as set out in the 
Annex. 
Article 3 
The allocation among the Member States of the share available to the Community of 
the TACs mentioned in Article 2 is fixed in the Annex. 
This allocation shalL be without prejudice to exchanges made under Article 5 (1) of 
Regulation (EEC) N° 170/83 and re-allocations made under Article 11(4) of Council 
Regulation (EEC) N° 2241/87 (1). 
Article 4 
As regards the herring stock of the North Sea and of the eastern English Channel, 
transfers of up to 50 % of the quotas may be effected frcm ICES divisions IV c and 
VII d to ICES division IV b. 
As regards the hake stock in zone lia (EC zone), IV (EC zone), Member States having 
a quota in this zone, may on exhaustion of this quota, make transfers from the zone 
Vb (EC zone), VI, VII, XII and XIV and from the zone Villa,b and d to the zone H a 
(EC zone), IV (EC zone). 
However, the transfers referred to in this Article must be notified in advance to 
the Commission. 
Article 5 
1. It shall be prohibited to retain on board or to land catches from stocks for 
which TACs or quotas are fixed unLess: 
(i) the catches have been taken by vessels of a Member State having a quota and 
that quota is not exhausted; or 
(ii) the share of the TAC available to the Community (Community share) 
has not been al Located by quota among Member States and the 
Community share has not been exhausted; or 
(1) O.J. N° L 207, 29.07.1987, p. L 
(Li.i) tor aLl species other than herring and mackerel, they are mixed with 
other species and have been taken with nets whose mesh size is 32 
millimetres or less in Regions 1 and 2 or 40 millimetres or less in 
Region 3 in accordance with Article 2 (1) of Council Regulation 
(EEC) No. 3094/86 (1), and are not sorted either on board or on 
landing; or 
(iv) for herring, they are within the limits of paragraph 2; or 
(v) for mackerel, they are mixed with horse-mackerel or pilchard and the 
mackerel does not exceed 10% of the total weight of mackerel, 
horse-mackerel and pilchard on board and the catches are not sorted; 
or 
(vi) they are caught during the course of scientific investigations 
carried out under Regulation (EEC) No. 3094/86. 
All landings shall count against the quota, or, if the Community share has 
not been allocated between Member States by quotas, against the Community 
.'^ hare, except for catches made under the provisions of (iii), (iv), (v) 
cmd ( vi) . 
2. When fishing with nets whose mesh size is less than 32 millimetres in 
Regions 1 and 2 other than the Skagerrak and the Kattegat and with nets 
whose mesh size is less than 40 millimetres in Region 3, it shall be 
prohibited to retain on board catches of herring mixed with other species 
unless such catches are not sorted and unless the herring, if mixed with 
sprat only, does not exceed 10% by weight of the total weight of herring 
and sprat combined. 
When fishing with nets whose mesh size is less than 32 millimetres in 
Regions 1 and 2 and with nets whose mesh size is less than 40 millimetres 
in Region 3, it shall be prohibited to retain on board catches of herring 
mixed with other species unless such catches are not sorted and unless the 
herring, if mixed with other species whether or not including sprat, does 
not exceed 5% by weight of the total weight of the herring and other 
species combined. 
(1) O.J. N° L 288, 11.10.1986, p. 1 
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3. The determination of the percentage of by-catches and their disposal shall 
be made in accordance with Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No.3094/86. 
Article 6 
1. Fishing for herring shall be prohibited from 1 July to 31 October 1990 
within the area bounded by the following coordinates : 
- the west coast of Denmark at 55°30'N 
- latitude 55°30'N longitude 07°00'E 
- latitude 57°00'N longitude 07°00'E 
- the west coast of Denmark at 57°00'N 
2. Fishing for herring shall be prohibited in the zone extending from six 
to 12 miles off the east coast of the United Kingdom as measured from the 
baselines between latitudes 54°10'N and 54°45'N for the period 15 August 
to 30 September 1990 and between latitudes 55°30'N and 55°45'N for the 
period 15 August to 15 September 1990. 
3. Fishing for herring shall be prohibited throughout the year in the Irisn 
Sea (ICES Division Vila) in the maritime area between the west coasts 
of Scotland, England and Wales and a line drawn 12 miles frcm the 
baselines of these coasts bounded to the south by latitude 53°20'N and to 
the north-west by a line drawn between the Mull of Galloway (Scotland) and 
the Point of Ayre (Isle of Man). 
4. Fishing for herring shall be prohibited from 21 September to 31 December 
1990 in the parts of the Irish Sea (ICES division VII a) bounded by the 
following coordinates: 
(a) - the east coast of the Isle of Man at latitude 54P20'N, 
- latitude 54°20'N, longitude 3°40'W, 
- latitude 53°50'N, longitude 3°50'W, 
- latitude 53°50'N, longitude 4°50'W, 
- the south-west coast of the Isle of Man at longitude 4°50'W; 
(b) - the east coast of Northern Ireland at latitude 54°15'N, 
- latitude 54°15'N, longitude 5°15'W, 
- latitude 53°50'N, longitude 5°50'W, 
- the east coast of Ireland at latitude 53°50'N. 
- J -
Fishing for herring shall be prohibited throughout 1990 in Logan Bay, 
defined as being the waters east of a line drawn from the Mull of Logan, 
situated at latitude 54°44'N and longitude 4°59'W, to Laggantalluch Head, 
situated at latitude 54°41'N and longitude 4°58,W. 
5. ^ twithstanding paragraph 4, vessels with a length not. exceeding 12.2 
metres based in ports situated on the east coast of Ireland and Northern 
Ireland between latitudes 53°0O'N and 55°00'N may fish for herring in the 
prohibited area described in paragraph 4(b). The only method of fishing 
authorized shall be drift netting with nets of a minimum mesh size of 
54 millimetres. 
6. Fishing for herririg shall be prohibited m the maritime area situated to 
the north-east of a Line drawn between Mull of Kintyre and Corsewall Point 
from 1 January to 15 April 1990. 
7. The areas and periods described in this Article may be altered in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 14 of Regulation (EEC) 
N° 170/83. 
Article 7 
1» Fishing for sprat with trawls with a mesh size of less than 32 millimetres 
• -shall be prohibited throughout the year in the Skagerrak and Kattegat. 
2. Fishing for sprat shall be prohibited: 
(a) frcm 1 July to 31 October 1990 within the area bounded by the 
following coordinates : 
AO 
- < • » 
- the west coast of Denmaik at 55"30'N, 
- latitude 55°30'N longitude 07°00'E, 
- latitude 57°00,N longitude 07°00'E, 
- the west coast, of Denmark at 57°00'N; 
(b) in ICES statistical rectangle 39E8 from 1 January to 31 Marcn 1990 and 
from 1 October to 31 December 1990. For the purposes of this 
Regulation this ICES rectangle is bounded by a line running due east 
from the east coast of England along latitude 55°00'N to longitude 
l W W , due north to latitude 55°30'N and due west to the English 
coast; 
(c) in the inner waters of the Moray Firth west of longitude 3°30'W and in 
tiie inner waters of the Firth of Forth west of longitude 3°00'W from 
1 January to 31 March 1990 and from 1 October to 31 December 1990. 
3. The areas and periods described in this Article may be altered in 
acoordance with the procedure laid down in Article 14 of Regulation (EEC) 
N° 170/83. 
Article 8 
Trawling and purse seining for mackerel, sprat and herring shall be 
prohibited in the Skagerrak from Saturday midnight to Sunday midnight and in 
the Kattegat from Friday midnight to Sunday midnight. 
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Article 9 
1. It shall be prohibited to use any trawl, Danish seine or similar towed net 
from 1 January to 31 March 1990 and from 1 October to 31 December 1990 in 
the geographical areas bounded by a line joining the following 
coordinates: 
- a point on the west, coast of Denmark at. latitude 55°00' N; 
- latitude 55°00'N, longitude 7°00'E, 
- latitude 54°30'N, longitude 7°00'E, 
- latitude 54°30'N, longitude 6°00'E, 
- latitude 53°30'N, longitude 6°00'E, 
- latitude 53°30'N, longitude 4°00,E, 
- a point on the coast of the Netherlands at longitude 4°00'E. 
2. Notwithstanding paragraph 1 it shall be permitted to use any trawl, Danish 
seine or similar towed net in the areas described in paragraph 1 provided 
that the mesh size is equal to or greater than 120 millimetres. 
3. Notwithstanding paragraph 1 it shall be permitted to fish for shrimps 
(Crangon crangon) in the areas described in paragraph 1 provided a 
sepirator trawl is used so that rhe by-catch of fish is not. retained in 
the trawl. 
4. Notwithstanding paragraph 1 it shalL be permitted to fish for adult eel 
(Anguilla anguilla) in the zones indicated in that paragraph. 
Article 10 
At the same time as vessels flying the flag of a Member State or registered 
in that Member State are prohibited from fishing that Member State's haddock 
and axi quotas for the North Sea, fishing in the North Sea for all species 
.subject to TACs or quotas with the exception of herring, sprat, mackerel, 
horse mackerel, plaice and sole by those vessels shall be prohibited and it 
shalL be forbidden to keep on board, transship or land any catches of such 
stocks made by those vessels. 
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Article 11 
1. It shall be prohibited to fish for hake with any trawl, Danish seine or 
similar towed net from 1 January to 31 December 1990 in the geographical 
areas bounded by a line joining the following coordinates: 
the point en the north coast of Spain called Cabo Prior (latitude 
43°34'N, longitude 8°19'W), 
latitude 43°43'N, longitude 8°19'W, 
latitude 43°22'N, longitude 9°12'W, 
the point on the west coast of Spain called Cabo Villano (latitude 
43o10'N, longitude 9°12'W). 
2. It shall be prohibited to fish for hake with any trawl, Danish seine or 
similar towed net from 1 January to 31 March 1990 and from 1 October to 31 
December 1990 in the geographical areas bounded by a line joining the 
following coordinates: 
(a) - the point on the west coast of Spain called Cabo Corrubedo (latitude 
42°35'N, longitude 9o05'W), 
- latitude 42°35'N, longitude 9°24'W, 
- latitude 42°07'N, longitude 9°13'W, 
- the point on the west coast of Spain called Cabo Silleiro (latitude 
42°07'N, longitude 8°54*W); 
(b) - a point on the west coast of Portugal at latitude 39°20'N, 
- latitude 39°20'N, longitude 9045*W, 
- latitude 38°40*N, longitude 9°55'W, 
- a point on the west coast of Portugal at latitude 38°40'N? 
(c). - a point on the west coast of Portugal at latitude 37°50'N, 
- latitude 37°50'N, longitude 9°02'W, 
- latitude 37°00,5'N, longitude 9o05'W, 




Blue whiting and horse mackerel shall be considered to be species other than 
demersal. 
Article 13 
Notwithstanding Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) N° 3094/86 and Annex I 
thereto, fishing in the North Sea between 1 April and 31 December 1990 by 
vessels of 221 KW or more using beam trawls with a mesh size of between 80 
and 90 mm shall be confined to the area south of latitude 55 °N. For the 
fishery in question 
- the minimum percentage of target species shall not apply; 
- the maximum percentage of cod, haddock, whiting and saithe shall be 15%. 
When fishing for sole in the North Sea, it shall be prohibited to have on 
board any trawl or piece of netting with a smaller mesh size than the net which 
is being used for fishing. 
Article 14 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day of its publication in the 
Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from 1 January 1990. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 1989 
For the Council 
The President 
(1) O.J. N° L 288 of 11.10.1986, page 1 
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from 1 Janua 
weight of 
consecutive 
(*) Precautionary TAC 
Ad-^ 
Tinj proposal for a Council Regulation has the objective or fixing total 
.^i lovable catches for 1990 and their allocation between Member States by 
<"'> iotas. 
The EC shares of the TACs for 55 of the 94 stocks for which it is possible at 
this stage to propose these shares are identical to those fixed for 1989. 
For 13 stocks the proposed EC shares of the TACs are higher than those fixed 
for 1989 and for 26 stocks lower. 
The proposed TACs are based on scientific assessment of the biology of the 
stocks concerned. They thus reflect the best estimates available to the 
Cannission of the abundance of the resources and their state of 
exploitation. For those stocks for which the TACs proposed for 1990 are less 
than those fixed for 1989, the reductions, to the extent that they reflect 
the inherent variations of, a natural resource/ are inevitable; to the extent 
that they reflect proposed decreases in fishing effort/ they respond to the 
need to manage the resources rationally. 
The financial impact of these increases and decreases cannot be calculated 
because the essential economic data do not exist. Most importantly, the 
price of fish at first-hand sale is not determined by the quantities of fish 
available to the EC market. Both world supplies and the extent to which 
consumers alter their purchases as the relative price of fish to alternative 
sources of protein varies affect the price at first-hand sale. Therefore, 
the price elasticity of fish is not a simple economic function which can be 
used to assess the economic consequences of reduced catching possibilities. 
It is known, however, that the price elasticity is positive, that is, in 
general a decline in the supply of fish results in an increase in the price 
per unit weight. 
Furthermore, it must be pointed out that the short-term economic losses, to 
the extent to which they result frcm adoption of the lower TACs, will avoid 
much more severe long-term disruption of the industry if the resources become 
severely depleted or are destroyed. Some of the losses in profits could be 
niinimised by reducing the number of days at sea, thus reducing variable costs 
and by using the provisions of Title VII of Council Regulation (EEC) 
N° 4028/86 (1) which provides for temporary laying-up premiums to be paid. 
(1) O.J. N" L 376, 31.12.1986, page 7. 
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T.AC e n l ^ V O p o r cspccic >' zona v la distribucion. n u n los l>;.idos miembros. Jc i.. ;urtc .oiun.iei.i a IJ 
Comunidad (en toin.liJ.JS pc-n vivu 
TAC f o f | 9 9 0 p r . b o u n d og pr. omradc og fordclingen ii.nidt mcdlciusMaterne .1! I .cMes^.ibcts andcl r.;ns 
levende v.i.'t) 
TAC fiir • " 9 0 j c B o u n d und Bereich und die Aul'teilunr i fur Jic Cenu-iuschalt sertuc.i-.u n \ntcils .1.1! die 
Mitglicdstaaten fin I mini I ebc-uigcu kht 
TA( avd anoBzfia KUI ^WVT] yta to 1 9 9 0 * U U I ; J C K I " 'I KMTUVOHIJ |.i*:Tftc,i> run KpuTdiv uo.ibv rot) 
Xopnyouficvou <TTT]V KoivoTqta ur.pioiot iat TOVOU^ Ccuvravou PapDi-ci 
TAC> by stock and by area for ' 990 a nd the allocation .\nu ;>g the Member States of the >iure available to the 
Community ',in tonne live v\ eight) 
TAC pouM 990par stock ct par zone ainsi que la reparian.M enm les Eiais membrcs dc i.i p.irt attribuee a la 
Communautc (en i«>u;> s pouls vif) 
TAC per il ' 99Cp<.r popolazione e per zona e la ripani/[>iu tra gh Stati mctubri dell.i puru dibpnnibiie per la 
Comunita (in tonnella;. peso vivo) 
TAC voor1990. pt-'r bestand en per gebicd en de \erdcli:n; »\cr dc Lid-Staten van hct %«>,.i Jt- Ccineen.schap 
beschikbarc aandeel Jn ;• 1, levend gewiclu) 
TAC para »99U p 0 r cxistencia e por zona c a rcpartic.'io, ntrc .>% EstadoN-mcmbros, J.i parte atnbuida a 
Comunidade ;em tonda.i.is pcM> vivo; 
- 1 -
I•: specie • Arr / Art \Ei5oc, Species / 
f i: .;v.c / Specie ' Soort - L. specie 
; (i) 
Arenque .' Sild / Hering / Peyya / 
Hern lit; •' Harcng / Aringa ' 
MjrniL; • Arenque 
i'C/.v/'t'J hjrengus) 
Arenque / Sild / Hering / PEYYCI / 
Herring / Harcng / Aringa / 
Hartng .' Arenque 
(Cliipi'i hjrengus) 
! 
1 Zona / Omrjde / 
1
 Bereich ' ZWVTI / 
Zone .' Zone / Zona / 
Sector / Zona 
(2) 
Ilia 




i-<iljdo nueinbro '' MeJ.V" -;.4: 
Mit^liedstjat / Kpixro.. ^ . - . ; 
Member State / htat rtitrii.-i- . '->r.:iw 
iiK-.-iihro 1 l.id-Staut L«.:.!.;- ::;)hr^ 
(31 ' (4» 
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CE1 EOF.'EWG/EOK EEC EEG 













CEF HOF/t'WG'T.OK i i'-. ' Kc; ' 
(a:i.if.i K\otc Quote / 
rk>c<.'i"u)on / Quota / 
Q';M:.I Contingcnte / 









Aienquc / Sild / Hering / Péyya 
Herring / Hareng / Aringa / 
1 (aring / Arenque 
.( '/.//'(•./ hjrengus) 
<D 
l i a ( ' ) . IV a, b 
Arenque / Sild / Hering / Péyya / 
Herring / Hareng / Aringa / 
H a ring / Arenque 
Clupea harengusl 
IV c( 7 ) , VII d 
Arenque / Sild / Hering Péyya '' ! v M ' ) . v ' a 
Herring / Hareng / Aringa / 
11anng / Arenque 
, ( .hi/'t-J harengus) 
North («), VI b 
Arciu|ue / Sild / Hering / Peyyei / 
Herring / Hareng / Aringa / 
Ha ring / Arenque 
(Clupea harengus) 












l i a n c c 
lieland 
li.ilia 
I uxem bourg 
Ncderland 
Portugal 
I uited Kingdom 












I nttcd Kingdom 
(1 E/EOF/EWG/KOK i.i'i LLC, 
Biïgie /Belgique 
I) iiunark 
I >. titschland 




l i i i t . i 
















V: iled Kingdom 
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Arenque / Sild / Hering / P£yya / VI a Clyde ( , 0 ) 2 6 ( J 0 
Herring / Hareng / Aringa / ( 
I laring / Arenque 
('.lupr.i harengus) 
I 
Arenque / Sild / Hering / Peyya / VII a ('•) 6 000 ( l ° 
Herring / Hareng / Aringa / 




Arenque / Sild / Hering / Peyya / VII e, f 500 ( : 
Herring / Hareng / Aringa / 
Har ing / Arenque 
(Clupcj harengus) 
Arenque / Sild / Her ing / Peyya / VII g, h , j , Ic («*) 1 5 0 0 0 ( ; 
Herring / Hareng / Aringa / 
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CEL E O F / E W G / E O K . EEC EEC. 15 0U0 
- 3 - Z1 
(1) I (2) ?*> 
i ___^__ . 
L.spadm / Brisling / Sprorte / III a 60 0 0 0 
LupouA.6peyya / Sprat / Sprat / 
Spratto / Sprot / Espadilha 
(Sprattus sprattus) 
j 
I-spadm / Brisling / Sprotte / 111 b, c, d (') 17 0 0 0 
lupieXopeyya / Sprat / Sprat / 
Spratto / Sprot / Espadilha 
• Sprattus Sprattus) 
Espadin / Brisling / Sprorte / II a ('), IV (') 59 0 0 0 " 
lup6eA.6peyya / Sprat / Sprat / 
Spratto / Sprot / Espadilha 
(Sprattus sprattus) 
Espad.n / Brisling / Sprotte / VII d, e 12 000 (• • 
Iap6eX.6peyya / Sprat / Sprat / 
























' • • ) 
Cl.E/EOF/EWG/EOK ELcEEG :'42 75U 
Beigie/Bclgique 
Daumark ; 1 1 9 1 ^ 









United Kingdom i 
CI E/EOF/EWG/EOK L!A LEU ! l 5 0 0 0 
J 
| 
Beigic/Belgique ; 1 000 
Daumark 1 000 
Deiitschland 1 000 
EWa&a. 
Espana ! 




Nedcrland I 000 
Portugal 
United Kingdom 1 000 
44 000C) 






















- 4 - ^H 
i l ! -:2) 
Anchoa / Ansjos / Sardellc / 
Avtooùyia / Anchovy / Anchois / 
Acauga / Ansjovis / Biqucirâo 
, timnaulis encrasicolus) 
Anchoa / Ansjos / Sardellc / 
Avrooùyia / Anchovy / Anchois / 
Acciuga / Ansjovis / Biqucirâo 
t l.n^raults encrasicolus) 
VIII 
IX, X; COPACE 
34.1.1 (') 
Salmon / Laits / Lachs / 
I0X0U.ÔÇ / Salmon / Saumon / 
Salmone / Zalm / Salmào 
(Salmo salar) 
Capelan / Lodde / Lodde .' 
KaneXàv / Capelin /Capelan / 






Ulb, c, d(») 
l ib 
12 3Uu<*> 
































































CEE/E0F/EWG/EOK EEC EEC oc 7 ) 
LS 
( I ) I ' 2 ) -
Bacaiao / Torsk / Kabcljau / II b 5 280 
fa6o>; / Cod / Cabillaud / 
Merluzzo bianco / Kabeljauw / 
Bac:!hau 
{GJJUS morhua) 
Bacaiao / Torsk / Kabeljau / III a Skagerrak 21 0 0 0 
rd5o<; / Cod / Cabillaud / 
Merluzzo bianco / Kabeljauw / 
Bacalhau 
(Gad us morhua) 
Bacaiao / Torek / Kabeljau / III a Kattegat 8 0 0 0 
rdSoc, / Cod / Cabillaud / 
Merluzzo bianco / Kabeljauw / 
Bacalhau 
(Gadus morhua) 
lt.nal.iu / Torsk / Kabeljau / 111 b, <, d (') 73 '}(){) 
1 u6os / Cod / Cabillaud / 








































































CFE/E0F7EWG/EOK/EECEEG ! 72 0 3 0 
- 6 - VQ 
0) 
Bacaiao / Torsk / Kabcljau ' 
Tàôoç / Cod / Cabillaud / 
Merluzzo bianco / Kabeljauw / 
Bacaihau 
'Gadus morhua) 
U ) •;•») 
I l a ( ' ) , IV pm 
•acalao / Torsk / Kabeljau / 
dôoç / Cod / Cabillaud / 
'ierluzzo bianco / Kabeljauw / 
acalhau 
ZaduS rvorhua) 
tcalao / Torsk / Kabeljau / 
'tôoç / Cod / Cabillaud / 
erluzzo bianco / Kabeljauw / 
icalhau 
adus morhua) 
cnlao /' Tor.sk / K.nbcl|au / 
ôoç / Cod / Cabillaud / 
rrluzzo bianco / Kabeljauw / 
calhau 
idus morhua) 
V b ( ' ) , VI, XII, 
XIV 
V I I b , c , d , e , f , g , 







i.'clgit- Belgiquc j im 










niteii Kingdom pm 
; E E / E 0 F / E N X ' C / E 0 K / E E C . EEG pm 
i-'.elgic- Belgiquc 50 
i.'unmark 
' 'curse n I and 47Q 
: A,A.dOU 
i'spana 
i ranee 5 0 8 0 





'• nitcd Kingdom 8 4 2 0 
E E / E O F / E W C / E O K E E C ' E E G ! 16 c o o 




; i span a 
i y-ince 16 4 3 0 ( 4 0 ) 




 N-derland 140 (40) 
\ i'. rtugal 
, United Kingdom , 1 730 ( 4 0 ) 
i 
! c i E / E O F / E W G / E O K / ' E E C F E C . 2 1 5 0 ° 
i • 
i ^__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ' 
i ,, , ..:... . . 410 






! France 1 120 





United Kingdom « 530 
i 
I 
! E /EOl /EWC/EOK/EEC/EEG 15 300 
- 7 -
[ 1 ) j ( - ) s l 
Egichno / Kuller / Schellfisch / HI a; III b, c, d (') -|Q 0 0 0 
ku/./.ctptac, / Haddock / Eglefin / 
Eglelino / Schelvis / Eglefino 
jMelanogrammus aeglcfinus) 
Eglefino / Kuller / Schellfisch / II a (•), IV pm 
KaX/.upUxc, / Haddock / Eglefin / 
Eglefino / Schelvis / Eglefino 
(McLmogrammus aeglefinus) 
Eglefino / Kuller / Schellfisch / Vb(«) , VI, XII; 19 500 
KuUapiac, / Haddock / Eglefin / XIV 
Eglefino / Schelvis / Eglefino 
[McLmogrammus aeglefinus'i 
. . . > • " 
Eglefino / Kuller / Schellfisch / VII. VIII, IX, X; 6 0 0 0 C; 
KuUupiac, / Haddock / Eglefin / COPACE 
Eglelino / Schelvis / Eglefino 34.1.1 (') 
(McLinogrammus aeglefinus) 
;'4, 












! (.1 I /EOI/EWG/EOK I I ( EEC, 
'5 
i 50(4> 




































Cl E/E0F/EWG/EOK EEC /EEC 
40 (44) 
5C (45) 
2 150 (46) 
1 540 (^7) 
















4 000 r 
1 330:^ 
600 r ; 
6 000 
- 8 - 2 _ 
(1) 
Carbonero / Sej / Seelachs / 
Vlaùpn noXXatca / Saithe / 
noir / Merluzzo carbonaro / 
Zwarte koolvis / Escamudo 
'Pollachtus virens) 
Lieu 
Carbonero / Sej / Seelachs / 
Maùpn jtoXXàica / Saithe / Lieu 
noir / Merluzzo carbonaro ' 
Zwarte koolvis / Escamudo 
(Pollachtus virens) 
Carbonero / Sej / Seelachs / 
Maupri jio^Xaica / Saithe / Lieu 
noir / Merluzzo carbonaro / 
Zwarte koolvis / Escamudo 
(Pollachtus virens) 
Abadcio / Lubbe / Pollack / 
Kixpivn noXXaica / Pollack / Lieu 
jaune / Merluzzo giallo / Witte 
koolvis / Escamudo amarelo 
(Pollachtus pollachtus) 
(2) 
l l a ( ' ) . IHa; III b. 
c, d( ' ) . IV 
V b ( ' ) , VI, 
XIV 
XII, 
VII, VIII, IX, X; 
COPACE 
34.1.1 (») 






















































CEE/I OF/EWG/EOK I I•"( EEC 
30 (40 
~ SS0 (40; 
3 940 (40.) 













I hiitcd Kingdom 













( i ) I (2: ••• 
Abadeio / Lubbe / Pollack .' VII 14 000 < • 
Kixpivn. noXXdica / Pollack / Lieu 
jaunt- / Meriuzzo giallo / Witte 
koolvix / Escamudo amarclo 
iPull.it Inns pollachtus) 
Abadejo / Lubbe / Pollack / VIII a, b 1 w>0 • 
Kitpivii noWaxa. > Pollack / Lieu 
jaune Meriuzzo giallo / Wirte 
koolvis / Escamudo amarclo 
(Pollachtus pollachius) 
Abadejo / Lubbe / Pollack . VIII c 800 ; > 
Kitpivri TtoXXdtca / Pollack / Lieu 
jaunc Meriuzzo giallo / Witte 
koolvis / Escamudo amarclo 
,7 W/ji hi us pollachtus) 
Abadejo / Lubbe / Pollack / VIH d . 50 (") 
KitptvT] noXXdica / Pollack / Lieu 
jaune / Meriuzzo giallo / Witte 
koolvis / Escamudo amarclo 
(P( iliachtus pollachtus) 
A) 
Belgie Belgique 



































































- 10 ^o 
Abadejo / Lubbe / Pollack / 
KitpivTi TtcXXdKa / Pollack . Lieu 
jaune / Merluzzo giallo / Witte 
koolvis / Escamudo amarelo 
(Pollachius pollachtus) 
VIII 
Ali..dc(o / Lubbe / Pollack i 
Kitpivn ttoXXdica ! Pollack / Lieu 
jaune / Merluzzo giallo / Wirte 
koolvis / Escamudo amarelo 
(Pollachtus pollachius) 
Fancca noruega / Sperling / 
Stintdorsch / MnaKaXiapdk'i 
NopBnviaç / Norway pout / 
Tacaud norvégien / Gado 
norvcgesc / Kever / Faneca da 
Noruega 
[Trisopterus esmarktt) 
ll.iialadillu / lilahv.il,i,r> , Blaucr 
Wittling / ripootpirydKi / Blue 
whiting / Merlan poutassou / 

































( f ii H « < I k.m-..loin 





























r i ooo o r -H" ) 
000 
5o ooo oc»; 
CEE EOF/ EWG/EOK / EEC EEC 50 000 
-11 - 1» 
(1) 
Bacaladilla / Blâhvilling / Blauer 
Wittling / npoocpuydKi / Blue 
whiting / Merlan poutassou / 
Mt-lu / Blauwe wijting / Verdinho 
(Micromesistius poutassou) 
V b ( ' ) , VI, VII 
Bacaladilla / Blâhvilling / Blauer 
Wittling / npootpuydKi / Blue 
whiting / Merlan poutassou / 
Melu / Blauwe wijting / Verdinho 
, Micromesistius poutassou) 
Bacaladilla / Blâhvilling / Blauer 
Wittling / npootpuvdKt / Blue 
whiting / Merlan poutassou / 
Melu / Blauwe wijting / Verdinho 
( M ic romesistius poutassou ) 
Bacaladilla / Blâhvilling / Blauer 
Wittling / npootpirvdici / Blue 
whiting / Merlan poutassou / 
Mrlii / Blauwe wijting / Verdinho 
( Micromesistius poutassou) 
VIII a, b. d 
VHIe 
Vil le , IX, 
COPACE 
34.1.1 ( l) 
X ; 
( . > ' • (41 















10 0 0 0 ( ; - ) ( ^ ) 
50 000 ( ' 
- 1 2 -
pm ,J ; 
Cl ! EOF/EWG/EOK EEC EEC pm 











United Kingdom ! 
6 500; ' 













i CI I 'EOF EWG/EOK'EEC, EEC; 
1 000 (J) 




















Merlin/ HvUling / Wircling / 
MxaicaJUdpoe, jiepXav / Whiang / 






Merlin / HvUling / Wittling / 
MxaicaXiapoc, jiepXdv / Whiting / 
Merlan / Meriano / Wijting / 
Badcjo 
(Herlangius merlangus) 
Merlin / HvUling / Winding / 
MxawoXiapoc, }i£pXdv / Whiting / 
Merlan / Merlano / Wijting / 
Badejo 
f.Merlangius mtrlangus) 
Merlin / HvUling / Wittling / 
MxaicaXi&poc, jicpXav / Whiting / 





11 J (* ) . IV 































































U.I EOF. LAVX./LOK.I h I K , 
(5) 






















— „ ___ 
- 13 - i y 
(3) (5) 
Merlan / Hvilling -' W'itrlinç 
MnaKaÂidpoc; uepXav 'tf'hicir.g 
Merlan / Merlano ' W:::r:i; 
Badejo 
(Merlangius merlangus) 
VII b. C,d. e, É 
h, j , k 

















' I I. I OFLWG/LOK/EEv. . . LLC 19 300 
Merlin / Hvilling ' Wittlmg 
MrtaKaXidpOs ucpXdv .-' Wimmg 
















,"EE. EOF/EWG/EOK/EEC EEC 
2 000( " ) 
3 000C-) 
Merlin / Hvilling / WittJmg j IX, X; COPACE ! 2 640 O 
MTtaxaXidpoç, uxpXdv .' Whirmç i 34.J. 1 ('} | 
Merlan / Merlano / Wi|ting j I 
Badejo j j 







Merluza / Kulmulc / Sechceht / 
MepXouKioç / Hake / Mcrlu 
Nasello / Heck'/ Pescada 
(Mrrluccius merlu., ;//s ' 
I l ia ; III b . c . d ( ' ) 
...J 







IWtug.i? 2 640 
L;nited Kingdom 
t i :E/EOF/EWG/EOK/EEC/EEC 2 640 
Belgie/Belgique 











C E E / i n F / E W C / E O K / E F C / E E G 1300 
i^7 
î l i I ( 2 ) 
McrluM / Kulmuie / Seehecht / II a (•), IV (') 
MEPXOÛKIOÇ / Hake / Merlu / 
Nasello / Heek / Pcscada 
(Mcrluccius merluccius) 
Merluza / Kulmule / Seehecht / 
MepXoùKioç / Hake / Merlu / 
Nasello / Heek / Pescada 
(Merluccius merluccius) 
Merluza / Kulmule / Seehecht / 
MepXoùKioç / Hake / Merlu / 
Naseilo / Heek / Pescada 
(Merluccius merluccius) 
Merluza / Kulmule / Seehecht / 
MepXoùKioç / Hake / Merlu / 
Nasello / Heek / Pescada 
(Merluccius merluccius) 
V b ( ' ) , VI, VII, 
XII, XIV 
Vil la , b, d, e 





(4: | ( j -
Belgie/Belgique j 40 










United Kingdom 3 9 0 
i CEE/EOF/EWG/EOK EEC EEC, 
34 110 (*) 
2 140 
20 000 (*) 
















































12 800 ("> 
1 230 (4,) 
5 970 (it) 
CEI-E0F/EWG/EOK/EEC LEG kg ggg 
- 15 - ïS 
Chicharro / Hestemakrcl / 
Stocker / laupiôi / Horse 
mackerel / Chinchard / Sugarello / 
I iorsinakreel / Carapau 
(Trachurus spp.) 
Chicharro / Hestemakrel / 
Stocker / laupiôi / Horse 
mackerel / Chinchard / Sugarello / 
Horsmakreel / Carapau 
(Trachunts spp.) 
Chicharro / Hestemakrel / 
Stocker / laupiôi / Horse 
mackerel / Chinchard / Sugarello / 
Horsmakreel / Carapau 
(Trachurus spp.) 
Chicharro / Hestemakrel / 
Stocker / laupiôi / Horse 
mackerel / Chinchard / Sugarello / 
Horsmakreel / Carapau 
(Trachurus spp.) 
I l a ( ' ) , IV( ' ) 
V b ( ' ) , VI, VII, 
XII, XIV 
H62 500< 
VIII a, b , d, e 
VIII c 
M: 
40 000 (*) 
;4^ i.S; 














(40 0 0 0 i ! ; c» i 
i CEE/EOF/EWG/EOK/EEC'EEG | 4 0 0 0 0 













10 000 ( " ; 
045 500 (J)(") 
CEE E 0 F / E W G / E O K E E C EEC fl55 500 




















Espana 14 3 3 0 ( 1 6 ) 







CEE/EOF/EWG/EOK/EEC/EEG 14 6 0 0 
- 16 - 3C 
( i : 
Chicharro / Hestemakrel / 
Stocker / laupiôi / Horse 
mackerel / Chinchard / Sugardlo / 
Horsmakreel / Carapau 
(Trachurus spp.) 
Caballa / Makrel / Makrele / 
iKoupnpi / Mackerel / 
Maquereau / Sgombro / Makreel / 
Sarda 
(Scomber scombrus) 
Caballa / Makrel / Makrele / 
ZkOuuTtpi / Mackerel / 
Maquereau / Sgombro / Makreel 
Sarda 
(Scomber scombrus) 
Caballa / Makrel / Makrele / 
EKOuunpi / Mackerel / 




IX, X; COPACE 
34.1.1 ( l) 
l l a ( ' ) , Ilia; IHb, 
c, d( ' ) , IV 
II(»), V b ( ' ) , VI, 
VII, VIII a, b, d, 
e, XII, XIV 






































CEI /EGF.'EWG/EOK.-LIC EEC. 
pm («) 
































pm (« j 
pm (}l) 
pm (4i) 






6 230 ('«) 
36 570 
- 17 - 3/ 
(I) ! N : , 3 : 
Solla europea / Rodsptctte / IJl a Skagerrak 11 0 0 0 (*) 
Scholle / ZayKEta / European 
plaice / Plie / Passera di mare / 
Schol / Solha avessa 
(Pleuronectes platessa) 
Solla europea / Rodspartte / HI a Kattegat 2 0 0 0 
Scholle / ZayKEta / European 
plaice / Plie / Passera di mare / 
Schol / Solha avessa 
[Pleuronectes platessa) 
Solla europea / Rodspattte / III b, c, d («) 3 000 (•) 
Scholle / ZayKEta / European 
plaice / Plie / Passera di mare / 
Schol / Solha avessa 
(Pleuronectes platessa) 
Solla europea / Rodspartte / II a ('), IV pro 
Scholle / Zayiceira / European 
plaice / Plie / Passera di mare / 
Schol / Solha avessa 
(Pleuronectes platessa) 
(4! ' !.v 
i ~ 
Belgte/Belgique j ' ° (4) 
Danmark I & 5S0 («'} 







Nederland ! 1 650-(4i 
Portugal j 
United Kingdom j 




















































- 18 - ^ t 
Solla europea / Rodsp.xtte / 
Scholle / ZayKéta / European 
plaice / Plie / Passera di mare / 
Schol / Solha avcssa 
(Plcuroncctcs platcssa) 
V I . X I I , 
4 — 
Solla europea / Rodspxtte / 
Scholle / ZayKéta / European 
plaice / Plie / Passera di mare / 
Schol / Solha avcssa 
(Plcuronectes platessa) 
VII a 
Solla europea / Rodspxtte / 
Scholle / ZayKéta / European 
plaice / Plie / Passera di mare / 
Schol / Solha avessa 
•J'leuronectes platessa) 
Solla europea / Rodspxtte / 
Scholle / ZayKéta / European 
plaice / Plie / Passera di mare / 











































































- 19 - 3S 
;i) i 4 ) 
Solla europea / Rodspxrte / 
Scholle / ZayKtVta / European 
plaice / Plie / Passera di marc / 
Scbul / Solha avessa 
(Pleuronectes platessa> 
V I I I . g 1 900 
Solla europea / Rodspxrte / 
Scholle / Zayk'éta / European 
plaice / Plie / Passera di marc / 
Schol / Solha avessa 
(Pleuronectes platessa) 






































Solla europea / Rodspxrte / 
Scholle / ZayKéta / European 
plaice / Plie / Passera di mare / 
Schol / Solha avessa 
(Pleuronectes platessa ' 




Lenguado comun / Tunge / 
Seezunge / FXcbooa / Common 
sole / Sole commune / Sogliola / 
Tong / Linguado legitimo 
(Solea vulgaris) 



































- 20 - <lO 
i I '< 
Lcnguado com un / 1 uuge / 
Seezunge / rXtbooa / Common 
sole / Sole commune / Sogliola / 




Lcnguado comdn / Tungc / 
Seezunge / TXtbooa / Common 
sole / Sole commune / Sogliola / 
Tong / Linguado Iegitimo 
i Solea vulgaris ) 
Lenguado com tin / Tunge / 
Seezunge / rXtoooa / Common 
sole / Sole commune / Sogliola / 
Tong / Linguado Iegitimo 
(Solea vulgaris) 
Lenguado comdn / Tunge / 
Seezunge / Daaaaa ' Common 
sole / Sole commune / Sogliola / 
Tong / Linguado iegitimo 
(Solea vulgaris) 
V b ( ' ) , VI, XII. 
XIV 
VII 















































































Lenguado comun / Tunge < 
Seezunge / rXtoooa / Common 
sole / Sole commune / Sogliola / 
Tong / Linguado legitimo 
(Solea vulgaris) 
VII d 
Lenguado comun / Tunge / 
Seezunge / TXtôooa / Common 
sole /' Sole commune / Sogliola 









































Lenguado comun / Tunge 
See/.unge / PXtbooa / Common 
soie / Sole commune / Sogliola 
Tong / Linguado legitimo 
(Solea vulgaris) 













Lenguado comun / Tunge / 
Seezunge / TXtbooa / Common 
sole / Sole commune / Sogliola / 
Tong / Linguado legitimo 
(Solea vulgaris) 
VII h, j , k 7200*) 
ruiiug.ii 
United Kingdom 335 












United Kingdom * pn 
CEE/E0F/EWG/EOK/EEC/EEG 7 2 0 
- 22 - H < 
(I) 
Lenguado comun / Tunge / 
Seezunge / TXcbooa / Common 
sole / Sole commune / Sogliola / 
Tong / Linguado legitimo 
(Solea vulgaris) 
Lenguadc / Tunge / 
Seezunge / TXcbooa / 
sole / Sole / Sogliola / 
Tong / Linguado 
(Soleidae) 
Gallo / Glashvarre / Migram, 
Scheefsnut / rXtoooa r\ X£«i5_tf| / 
Megrim / Cardine / Rombo 
giallo / Schartong / Arreiro 
(Lepidorhombus spp.) 
Gallo / Glashvarre / Migram, 
Scheefsnut / TXcbooa r\ XeJiioami / 
Megrim / Cardine / Rombo 
giallo / Schartong / Arreiro 
(Lepidorhombus spp.) 
(2) 
VIII a, b 









1 860 (*) 
4 840(») 












































































- 23 - <f3 
(1) 
Gallo / Glashvarre / Migram, 
Scheefsnut / fXtuaoa n, XemSwtfi / 
Megrim / Cardine / Rombo 
giallo / Schartong / Arreiro 
(Lepido rhombus spp.) 
Gallo / Glashvarre / Migram, 
Scheefsnut / TXtuooa r\ Xeni5a>Tf| / 
Megrim / Cardine / Rombo 
giallo / Schartong / Arreiro 
(Lepidorhombus spp.) 
Rape / Havtaske / Seeteufel / 
Batpaxoyapo / Anglerfish / 
Baudroie / Rana pescatrice / 
Zeeduivel / Tamboril 
(Lophius spp.) 
Rape / 1 lavtaske / Scctcutcl / 
Batpaxoyapo / Anglerfish / 
Baudroie / Rana pescatrice / 
Zeeduivel / Tamboril 
(Lophius spp.) 
,1) 
VIII a, b, d, e 
VIII c, IX, X; 
COPACE 
34.1.1 (') 




2 2 2 0 C ) 
13 000(M 
8 6 0 0 H 

















































































Rape / Havtaske / Seeteufel / 
Batpaxotyapo / Anglerfish / 
Baudroie / Rana pescatrice / 
Zeeduivel / Tamboril 
(Lophius spp.) 
Rape / Havtaske / Seeteufel / 
Batpax6yapo / Anglerfish / 
Baudroie / Rana pescatrice / 
Zeeduivel / Tamboril 
(Lophius spp.) 
Rape / Havtaske / Seeteufel / 
Batpaxotyapo / Anglerfish / 
Baudroie / Rana pescatrice / 
Zeeduivel / Tamboril 
(Lophius spp.) 
Camaroncs / Rejer / Garnele / 
TapiSec, / Shrimps / Crevettes / 
Gam beret ti / Garnalen / Camarao 
(Penaeus spp.) 
(2) 
Villa, b, d, 
VIII e 







12 000 H 



































































- 25 - <VtT 
Camarôn norteno / Dybhavsreje / 
Tiefseegnrnele / Tapiôa / Northern 
deepwater prawn / Crevette 
nordique Gamberello boréale / 
Noorse garnaal / Camarào ârtico 
(Pandalus borealis) 
III a (Skai;err.ik; 
(3) 












3 1 0 0 f : 9 ) 
CEE/EOF/EWG/EOK/EEC/EEG 3 100 
l 
1 
Cigaia / Dybvandshummer / 
Kaisergranat / Kapa0iôa / 
Norway lobster / Langoustine / 
Scampo / Langoestine / Lagostim 
(Nephrops norvegicus) 


















Cigala / Dybvandshummer / 
Kaisergranat / KapaBiôa / 
Norway lobster / Langousrine / 
Scampo / Langoestine / Lagostim 
(Nephrops norvegicus) 












CEE / EOF/ E WG / EOK.' EEC/ EEC 
1 560 (• 
6 320 
9 590 
S S. i l ) 
26 000 
Cigala / Dybvandshummer / 
Kaisergranat / KapaPiÔa / 
Norway lobster / Langoustine / 
Scampo / Langoestine / Lagostim 
(Nephrops norvegicus) 
















- 26 - *V-
i ! : 
i 
Cigala / Dybvandsnumnicr / 1 
Kaisergranat / KapaBifia / 
Norway lobster / Langoustinc / 
Scampo / Langocstinc / Lagostim 
(Nephrops nowegicus) 
Cigala / Dybvandshummer / 
Kaisergranat / KapaBi5a / 
Norway lobster / Langoustine / 
Scampo / Langoestine / Lagostim 
(Nephrops norvegicus) 
Cigala / Dybvandshummer / 
Kaisergranat / KapafliSa / 
Norway lobster / Langoustine / 
Scampo / Langoestine / Lagostim 
(Nephrops norvegicus) 
, r ...r : 
Vlllc 
VIII d, e 
. 
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